
ENERGY STAR®:
ANOTHER BENEFIT 
OF BUYING NEW



TWO COMPANIES, 
ONE BELIEF

Mattamy and ENERGY STAR® share a belief 
that you can improve people’s lives by 
bettering their home. This made supporting 
the ENERGY STAR® program a simple 
decision to make. As an industry leader, we 
had a responsibility to lead by example. And 
the EnerQuality Hall of Fame award recently 
given to our founder and CEO, Peter Gilgan, 
shows we’ve done just that.



FEEL THE ENERGY STAR® 
DIFFERENCE IN YOUR  
NEW HOME 

Buying a new Mattamy ENERGY STAR® home means choosing a 
home built to make you feel more comfortable. Enjoy a consistent 
interior temperature, better air quality, and lower utility bills with 
improvements such as:

A tighter exterior envelope seal that helps reduce heat 
loss, drafts, moisture, dust, pollen, and noise

Triple-glazed ENERGY STAR®-qualified windows include three 
panes for greater energy efficiency through reducing energy costs 
by more than 10% due to high-efficiency Low E Argon glass, 
increased impact resistance, and sound insulation

Increased insulation above OBC requirements in the walls, attic, 
and around the foundation, lowering heating and cooling costs

More efficient lighting, heating, air conditioning, ventilation, 
and water heating systems



HOMES THAT 
HELP THE WORLD

Mattamy ENERGY STAR®

homes have reduced 
greenhouses gases by 
almost 140,000 tons.

While our homeowners will notice a more comfortable home 
and lower utility bills, the biggest impact their home is 
making is on the home we share together. As ENERGY STAR®

homes require less fossil fuels in order to operate, they 
leave more resources for future generations, and cause less 
greenhouse gases to be emitted into the atmosphere.

16,316 – Number of Mattamy ENERGY STAR®-qualifi ed homes

$27,000,000 – Total energy costs saved

1,580,200 GJ – Total energy saved

45,591,460 litres – The equivalent amount of gasoline saved



EXCEEDING 
INDUSTRY STANDARDS 
BY AT LEAST 20%

High-efficiency heating system reduces energy costs

Mattamy builds 20% above the Ontario Building Code standard.  
This means that when you buy a new Mattamy ENERGY STAR® home, 
you’re benefitting from energy-efficient improvements such as: 

95% Energy-Efficient Hot Water Heaters lower total energy usage

Heat Recovery Ventilation allows for fresh air circulation 
through the home

Continuous exterior insulation throughout the home (attic, walls, 
and basement) results in lower heating & cooling costs, more 
consistent temperatures, and a quieter interior



Tighter exterior envelope seals a structure’s exterior beyond 
Building Code Standards, minimizing heat loss, drafts, moisture, 
dust, pollen and noise

Smart programmable thermostat allows for efficient comfort 
settings and optimized energy savings

A drain water heat recovery (DWHR) pipe is a simple 
technology to save on energy used to heat water. This 
pipe takes advantage of the warm water flowing down the 
drains to preheat the water going into the hot water tank. 
Preheating the water reduces the amount of energy needed 
to heat the water to the set temperature.



Higher efficiency furnace filters improve air quality, leading to a 
healthier and more comfortable home

Sealed ductwork optimizes heating & air-conditioning airflow 
and improves air quality through every room

LED Lighting, when applicable, helps reduce total energy usage

ENERGY STAR®-qualified appliances operate efficiently to 
reduce energy costs



THE ENERGY STAR®

STORY

Since 1992, ENERGY STAR® has steadily 
become the world’s most trusted symbol of 
energy-effi cient homes. Its signature blue 
badge not only represents a home that’s 
more environmentally friendly, but one 
that features a better build quality as well. 
Today, for a home to earn its coveted seal, it 
must prove to be at least 15% more energy 
effi cient than local building codes.

Mattamy is proud to build new 
homes with the power to make a 
difference. We’re committed to 

doing our best for your family, as 
well as the world they live in.
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